Nutter bypass yj

The Ignition Bypass: A solution for problematic 4. This modification is not legal for EPA
regulated U. Regardless of the outcome, in the United States, it should be used only on off-road
vehicles and not on emission controlled vehicles. This material is the account of one person's
experience and was generated on a vehicle that such modifications were legally permitted to be
made upon. Neither the author nor ORN assume any liability from your use of this material. One
of the seemingly inevitable consequences of aging in these vehicles is the ECM Electronic
Control Module computer or other portions of the stepper motor controlled carburetor or the
complex pulse air emissions system failing. The performance of the vehicle can be dramatically
altered by any sort of failure or even a mild degradation in the ECM or emissions system. These
systems control both the ignition timing and the air to fuel ratio on these vehicles, and if either
is off then a significant loss in power or overall driveability may result. In extreme cases the
ignition may actually cut out completely while running or the engine may not start. There are
other reasons that this modification may need to be done as well. Any change to a different type
of carburetor, or to a TBI fuel injection system such as those offered by Holley or Howell may
confuse the ECM resulting in the the spark timing being off. The addition of high performance
parts or engine modification such as head modifications, headers, or intake modifications may
also require that this sort of modification be done because the modified engine may operate
outside of the parameters for which the ECM was designed. This modification will do two
things. It will rewire the ignition wiring to be basically the same as that found in an '78 to '82 CJ
with the engine, but without the computer controlled version of the Carter BBD carburetor and it
will make the stock carburetor with its computer controlled stepper motor work with the rewired
ignition. These instruction are based on my own personal experience and hundreds of Jeeps
have been modified in this way since the first version of this modification was published. The
following steps all apply to anyone keeping the BBD carburetor. Steps one and two may be
skipped by those changing to another type of carburetor or to fuel injection. Warm up the Jeep
long enough for it to be operating in closed loop mode if the ECM is still functional. Screw in the
idle jets so that the needles that are controlled by the stepper motor move. The purpose of this
is to fool the ECM into putting the stepper motor driven needles into the full rich position. When
this happens, you will see that the needles will be all pushed the way to the inside of the carb
and the tone of the air going through the carb will get much lower and the engine will slow down
and start to miss. At this point you should shut off the engine and disconnect the plug for the
stepper motors on the back of the carb. The plug stays disconnected from now on. An
alternative to steps 1 and 2 is to remove the stepper motor from the back of the carburetor and
fully extend the needles. Replace the stepper motor while being careful to not push the needles
into the body of the stepper motor. In summary: Orange wire at the distributor connects will
connect to the orange wire at the ignition module and the purple wire from distributor connects
to purple wire at ignition module. To do this you will have to pull the wires out of the split loom
covering and follow them carefully. The orange and purple wires from the distributor both go
into the firewall between the battery and valve cover, and there there is also an orange wire from
the ignition module that goes into the firewall at the same place. Cut the two orange wires and
splice them together. Cut the purple wire here as well. There is no purple wire coming out from
the plug near the ignition module, so you will have to add a section of wire. Find where the
purple wire is that goes into the plug from the ignition module is, splice your new wire into that
purple wire and then run the new wire up from the splice to where you cut the other purple wire
and connect the new wire to the cut purple wire near the firewall. I used 16 gauge wire for the
section I added and I have always used insulated spade terminals at all the connections. A
perfectionist would have soldered and used heat shrink tubing to insulate the connections.
Disconnect the vacuum line going to the distributor and plug the port that the it originally went
to. Now attach the disconnected vacuum line from the distributor to a tee that you will have to
install in the the ported vacuum line. Set the timing. Disconnect the vacuum line at the
distributor and plug it. Set the timing to 8 degrees BTDC. Don't let the motor run for long like
this or it may be damaged. Know how to adjust your timing, have your timing marks clean and
the distributor clamp loosened ahead of time so you can advance the timing to 8 degrees BTDC
Before Top Dead Center quickly. Before this it would only get to RPM and then start to bog and
miss. It also has a bit more power below RPM and the low end torque is definitely stronger at
RPM than it used to be. I idled up a fairly steep driveway in 1st gear high range and it went down
to RPM and kept pulling, before the conversion the engine always died when I did this in this
driveway. Since the original article appeared, I have received hundreds of e-mail messages
about this modification literally - at least 2 messages a week, sometimes 2 a day for up to a
month after a new newsgroup or mailing list discovered the article which was originally
published in Out of these hundreds of messages only two people have told me that they did not
see much of an improvement, while most of the rest seem to have been as amazed as I was by

the improvement. I'm very pleased that all those CJs and YJs are running better and I hope that
this reworked version of the modification will help even more people. These are the most
common question that I've been asked during the last few years. As always, your results may
vary depending on the condition of your engine, carburetor and ignition system. All you will
really need about 6 feet of 16 gauge wire and some wire connectors. Is the modification
emissions legal for emission controlled vehicles? In the United States, this modification is not
legal on it's own. It is possible that steps 3 through 5 may be 49 state legal with the use of
certain types of fuel injection that are already certified for 49 state use. Please contact the fuel
injection system manufacturer or your local state regulatory agency for this information. It may
also be legal in some states when replacing an engine in an older vehicle without the BBD
system with an engine from a year with a BBD system. I have no specific information on what is
or is not legal in any particular state or with any particular system s and I will not be able to
answer any questions or give any advice relating to legality. Remember that you are altering the
emissions control equipment and in many US states this is illegal. If you live or operate the
vehicle in a country other than the United States, the legality of this modification will depend
entirely upon the laws of your country. You will need to contant the relevant government agency
in your country for this information. My state has no visual inspection. Will my Jeep pass the
smog test sniffer test with the modification? First, I can't really tell you that, among other things
it will depend on the condition of the rest of your engine and how well it is tuned. I can tell you
that in my Jeep with this modification that I have passed a sniffer test with results as good as a
new 4. In general, some people who have a BBD system that is malfunctioning or who have idle
difficulties may find the modification to be of some benefit because it may help reduce misfires
at idle. Each misfire sends a puff of unburned hydrocarbons out the exhaust and lessens your
chances of passing the test. Your results will absolutely vary and we make no claims of any
kind regarding the impact of this modification on any emmisions testing in any country. Not
since I did the ignition modification. I've found that I can advance the timing as far as 12
degrees BTDC and still have no spark knock on some engines. Of course , your results may
vary. That depends on the condition of your current emissions system and ECM. There will be a
more dramatic difference for those with problems and a smaller difference for those who's
systems are in perfect condition. Your results will vary. It has for me. My engine now has more
low end torque and be much more controllable a low speeds. Top end power in the to RPM
range is greatly enhanced and sand hills are much easier. An engine with a perfect emissions
control system and ECM may not see much of an increase in top end power. By now it should
almost go without saying, but your results may vary. Another situation where this simple
modification may be of use is if the ECM malfunctions or fails on the trail. This simple
modification would provide a way to bypass the ECM so you can drive your vehicle off the trail
and to a repair facility. Will "putting the stepper needles to full rich position" cause extra fuel to
be added to my engine? The computer controlled BBD system is designed to bleed in extra air
to make the engine run leaner, not add extra fuel. More air is added to the mixture as the
needles are pulled out of the carb into the stepper motor body. This has been asked a few times.
Don't even think about trying this on a 4. The 4. The wiring portion is the same, but the XJ
carburetor is very different. I have never attempted this on an XJ 2. If you decide to try a
modification like this, you do so at your own risk, but drop me a note and let me know what
happened. These do not use the same system and are optimally wired to start with. Their
carburetors are not computer controlled. You will have to identify the wires yourself, remove the
split loom from the wiring under the hood and follow the wires carefully. Replace the split loom
covering when you are done. Absolutely not. The Mopar kit includes a new ignition system that
completely replaces the system described here. It functions perfectly as supplied. Replacing a
faulty BBD system with a newer, legal, fuel injected system is the best way to solve the
problems inherent with the BBD system, unfortunately is it also quite expensive. This
modification should work fine with most aftermarket coil upgrades as well as many systems like
those available from Jacobs, MSD, Crane and others. Replacement MAF unit.. Gen1 cigarette
lighter port. Sway Bar delete.. Copyright c OutdoorWire, Inc and MUIRNet Consulting - All
Rights Reserved, no part of this publication may be reproduced in any form without express
written permission You may link freely to this site, but no further use is allowed without the
express written permission of the owner of this material. All corporate trademarks are the
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other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Post Nutter Bypass
Power Issues. Thread starter kwrsmith Start date Nov 22, However, seem to be having a
consistent problem with power when the engine gets warm Trying to figure out where I should
start looking to understand? I have already replaced wires, plugs, cap, rotor EGR Valve? Can
some smarter people give me some ideas where I should start Sahara90 New Member. First let
me say that you should check your compression to determine if you engine is tired. I nuttered
mine an rebuilt my carter carb. The distributor needed to be recurved. My distributor had full
advance at rpm. After nuttered , the computer does not control the distributor and the timing is
too advanced. I recurved my distributor to have 32 degrees of advance at rpm. Initial timing is 9
degrees rpm. Check your CTO coolant temperature switch. This can create a vacuum leak when
the timed ported vacuum kicks in at about rpm. The old vapor canister diaphragm is probably
creating a vacuum leak. My vacuum canister has 4 hoses. One from the gas tank, and one from
the carb float bowl to collect vapors. Leve these 2 hoses connected. The third hose goes to the
carburetor and ties in with the pcv valve hose. This hose allows the vapor to be sucked into the
carb. Leave this hose connected. The last hose is the purge valve. Remove this hose from the
vapor canister. Cap the opening at the vapor canister. At the carb the ported vacuum port is
facing the valve cover. Disconnect the vacuum hoses going to the CTO switch. These changes
fixed the problems I had on my 90 4. Thanks for the update, that is awesome I will give it a go I
changed the fuel pump, filter and ignition coil Much appreciated!! Post reply. Top Bottom.
Forum Rules. Actuators AllVapeBrands. Reader Rides. Thread: what is the nutter bypass? Join
Date Nov Posts When i got my 89 yj a couple months ago the seller told me it would need new
vacume lines soon. And said his muffler guy told him its not breathing right. It runs great but is
a little hard to start and will die if you take off before warming it up for 10 min. There are no
inspections in oklahoma here. Re: what is the nutter bypass? Originally Posted by jasonc. Okay
thanks. What do i need to do this? I'm Not very Mechnanically inclined. Will this fix my issue of
maybe needing vacume line repairs? Any advice Is really appreciated!!! For the bypass you
need some wire and ways to cut and connect wires. Its a pretty simple thing to do, should take
about 15 minutes. Okay ill check with a Mechnanic I would never be able to figure it out lol.
Okay will do thanks. Forum related. Similar Threads nutter bypass Replies: 6 Last Post: , PM.
Nutter bypass? By wm69 in forum Wrangler and CJ. Replies: 3 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 16 Last
Post: , PM. By yj in forum Wrangler and CJ. Replies: 3 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 2 Last Post: ,
PM. Join thousands of other Jeep fans as we tackle Wrangler problems and more. You'll be able
to meet friends, as well as get help repairing and upgrading your Jeep. All times are GMT The
time now is AM. Log in Remember Me? Log in Forgotten Your Password? Don't have an
account yet? Forum Rules. Actuators AllVapeBrands. Reader Rides. Thread: Nutter Bypass in 2.
Join Date Aug Posts 3. Nutter Bypass in 2. It was having some issues but I was able to tweek
most of them out. I did some research and came across the Nutter Bypass. But it seemed like
nobody had tried it on the 4 cylinder yet. And although Im no master mechanic, I figured I had
tried everything else within my budget, so I just said "screw it" and went for it. And it worked!!!
It was relatively simple. Even for me. I followed the same process. Minus a couple of carb
tweeks. The wiring is run differently than the , but the coloring is the same and its pretty much
the same setup. If anybody is interested, I'd be more than willing to go through the process
again and take some pictures next time. Just let me know. Join Date May Location indiana Posts
Re: Nutter Bypass in 2. Originally Posted by cjdew I recently purchased a CJ-7 with the
Hurricane 2. Join Date Jul Posts 4, The nutter bypass is a mod that allows you to remove the
computer from your 4. It removes alot of the complexity and generally makes things run better.
Join Date Feb Locat
1999 ford ranger repair manual pdf
nissan xterra tail light
2000 honda civic ex wiring harness
ion texas Posts 5, Originally Posted by Quite Happy. Just joined. I bought an 85 CJ7 with the
same motor, and I think I can figure out the wiring and the timing, but I have a question about
the carb part. Did you adjust the low speed mixture screw out or in, or did you do anything with
it at all? At what point did you disconnect your mixture control solenoid? Originally Posted by
david roberson. Join Date Dec Posts 7. Did my 2. Redid the carb too. No pix, but very detailed
article. Forum related. Similar Threads nutter bypass Replies: 6 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 1 Last
Post: , PM. Nutter bypass? By wm69 in forum Wrangler and CJ. Replies: 3 Last Post: , AM.
Replies: 16 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 2 Last Post: , PM. Join thousands of other Jeep fans as we
tackle Wrangler problems and more. You'll be able to meet friends, as well as get help repairing
and upgrading your Jeep. All times are GMT The time now is AM. Log in Remember Me? Log in
Forgotten Your Password? Don't have an account yet?

